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Objectives

SMART-EC is today at M24; it aims at the development of self-powered electrochromic (EC) thin
film transistor matrix device with improved speed and lifetime for multifunctional applications as
automotive, ID-cards and smart packaging. The simplified common device to be integrated in final
demonstrators is shown below.
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Major achievements
Full design of functionalities and
geometries for both co-integrated
and convergence architectures. An
example of automotive layout is
shown in figure.

Inorganic electrochemical
(electrochromic) transistors

Printable inorganic
electrodes and polymer and
composite solid state
electrolytes

Integration first experiments
for subsystems assembling

Latest events

European Materials Research Society Fall Meeting 2011
SYMPOSIUM L (SMART-EC organized)

Towards lightweight, flexible and self sustained ion-based devices
M18 Meeting
Politecnico di Torino
(Italy) 2nd – 3rd April 2012
M22 Technical meeting
Fraunhofer EMFT (Munich)
18th – 19th July 2012

Technical Achievements
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SP1-

Systems design and requirements

The SP1 main objective for the second year of project was the circuitry design of each
demonstrator based on selected sub-system devices. The strategy adopted to fulfill this task was
divided in two steps:
- System design methodology development using SMART-EC or similar available sub-components
connected with the best efficiency possible using the best ICs available.
- Design development strictly combined with integration strategies based on flexible backplane
suitable for integration using drilling vias of EC display, battery, PV cell, circuit (with communication
system and power management) and thin IC sub-components
The different SMART-EC
phases to produce the design
include:
- design of building blocks
- selection of the ICs
components
- design
of
backplane
electrical interconnections
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The backplane will contain only the circuitry for the
interconnection phase to attach:
- flexible EC display (8x8 matrix and SMART-EC logo)
- flexible polymer or TFB
- flexible or glass PV cells
- thin IC component
Circuit and communication films will be fabricated depending
on the demonstrator requirements and can be in the same
foil and can contain discrete not flexible passive components
with small shape in order to guarantee the overall maximum
flexibility of the system.
A fundamental step in the design phase was
to tune electrical circuitry with building blocks
dimensions
considering
the
available
assembling strategy. After considering the
demonstrators requirements related to
automotive reconfigurable switch, information
availability for ID-cards and packaging label,
BioAge provided a full design of functionalities
and geometries for both co-integrated and
convergence architectures. An example of
automotive layout is shown in figure.

SP2

Heterogeneous integration

- Deposition
of autonomous smart films
based on electrochromic transistors
t The
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of deposition technologies of materials for their integration in
the building blocks. The SP2 objectives of the second year of project was the identification of the
critical process parameters and the identification of the interaction between processes and
materials.
A substantial development has been made on EC display in which
the materials for WO3 electrode and electrolyte were optimized
for high electrochemical performance and deposition technique
requirements. Tungsten oxide has been processed via both, PVD
techniques (for benchmarking) and wet techniques such as
electrochemical deposition (galvanic and electrophoretic), inkjet
printing and screen printing. The most critical aspects of
ink/paste formulation for wet deposition are the control of the
WO3 precursor synthesis, and precursor stability.
Concerning solid state electrolyte which can be processed
via printing techniques, UNINOVA and ACREO AB have
been working on two types of materials, thermosetting
composite solid electrolyte (TCSE) and Thiol-ene polymer
electrolyte, respectively. The main issues related to
electrolyte formulation concern the compatibility between
mixture components and deposition techniques, as well as
the rheology of pre-polymer. Moreover, it was found to be
very challenging to provide sufficient adhesion of
electrolyte to the substrate and avoid its shrinkage during
the curing process which may lead to device delamination
and electrical malfunction.
Materials development and process control concerning the energy sub-system are related
mainly to the PVD techniques for V2O5, lithium and LIPON as well as the wet deposition of
BEMA/PEGMA. The material properties were found to be dependent on the deposition
condition and post treatment.
The critical parameters are summarized on the following table:
Sub-system

Material

WO3

Deposition technique

Most critical parameter

PVD
Inkjet

Deposition pressure
Precursor stability and ink wettability
Precursor stability and its compatibility with
the thickener (proper viscosity)
Electrical field/potential and dispersant
agent/particle size for EPD
Electrical field/potential and dispersant
agent/particle size for EPD
Shrinkage (when cured) and adhesion to the
substrate

Screen printing
Electrochemical

Electrochromic
V2O5

Battery

Composite
electrolyte
Polymer (Thiol)
electrolyte
V2O5
LiPON
Lithium
BEMA electrolyte

Electrochemical
Casting/Screen printing
Casting/Screen printing

Curing/Initiators selection

PVD
PVD
PVD
Casting

Cooling steps during deposition
Deposition pressure and nitrogen flow
Atmosphere and lithium heating ramp
UV curing
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– Building Blocks
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The SP3 is devoted to the development of building blocks to be integrated in the final
multifunctional system. The specific objectives within this work are related to :
- electrochemical (electrochromic) thin film transistors (ECTFT) for future integration in
display,
- flexible energy harvesting module (automotive and packaging),
- RF antenna coupled with IC for wireless communication.
As the result of the work carried out by UNINOVA, the feasibility of ECTFT based on inorganic
electrochemically active material is presented. It is important to highlight that this is the first
time to our knowledge that this type of device is shown to be operating either for current
switching and optical modulation.
The deliverable shows the
feasibility of ECTFTs on flexible
substrates using PVD. This
represents an important step
on the project toward the
active matrix EC display using
ECTFTs. The work on wet
deposited
transistors
is
undergoing as the optimization
of printed films is being finished
in a close collaboration
between UNINOVA and ACREO.

Concerning energy harvesting module, the development for both a-Si (by SOLEMS) and DSSC
(by G24i) has been performed in terms of performance, nominal parameters and geometrical
features. In parallel, CEA has been focused on the study of process technological compatibility
for a-Si deposition step in a monolithic PV integration with storage device.

G24i is proposing a specific configuration to full fill
power requirements within the project. In a first
prototypes of those DSSC modules suitable for
demonstrators, cells are interconnected in series
allowing to obtain the voltage required for the
application.
In order to test the
principle of the backplane
technology and to verify
design simulations for wireless communication, a prototype
antenna was successfully fabricated at Acreo.

SP4
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– Heterogeneous integration

The objective of the SP4 is the integration of the building blocks optimized in SP3 by
heterogeneous integration involving dry, wet processes and lamination steps. To achieve a
stand-alone operating system, the EC display has to be electrically and mechanically combined
with the energy storage device, the energy harvesting and sensors/communication subsystems.
At Fraunhofer EMFT first experiments were done
to assemble subsystems from the project partners
to a copper foil. In the image you see a flexible PV
cell on a tiled copper foil. The following process
steps were necessary for the assembly. First on
the backside of the PV cell an adhesive film was
laminated. Then a via (hole) was drilled by a laser
through each corner of the PV foil. The protective
liner of the adhesive foil was removed and the PV
cell + adhesive foil was placed onto the tiled
copper foil. Next through the vias silver paste was
dispensed so that the top contact of the PV cell
was electrically connected to the underlying tiled
copper foil. A tempering step was necessary and
the quality of the via contacts could be measured.
This process sequence was also performed with
foil batteries from CEA.
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Warsaw, September 19 – 23
SYMPOSIUM L
Towards lightweight, flexible and self sustained ion-based devices

During the second year of the project the consortium
has organized a very relevant dissemination activity
included in the European Materials Research Society
Fall Meeting 2011, held in Warsaw from 19th-23th of
September 2011. This involved the organization of an
open symposium related with the scope of the
SMART-EC project. The title of the symposium was
“Towards lightweight, flexible and self sustained
ion-based devices” and was directly organized by 5
members of SMART-EC consortium but with strong
involvement of other partners.
The conference had other running parallel
symposium on several topics related with
SMART-EC , namely on transparent conductors
and electrochromic materials and devices. Some
joint session were organized in order to crossfertilize ideas and concept as well as to further
encourage scientific and technical discussion.
The symposium and joint sessions had a 4 days
program with more than 60 contributors coming
from different countries of which about ¼
coming from SMART-EC consortium.
PROJECT MEEETINGS
M18 Meeting
Politecnico di Torino (Italy) 2nd – 3rd April 2012
The M18 technical meeting was held in Turin (Italy) beginning of April 2012
at Politecnico di Torino. The meeting was particularly important to check
the status of the achievements in terms of design of demonstrators,
materials selection and technologies for building block production and
integration.

M22 Technical meeting
Fraunhofer EMFT (Munich) 18th – 19th July 2012
The meeting in Munich had the objective to update the latest results
and to organize the mid-term review. Technical achievements, status of
deliverables, next dissemination actions and management issues were
discussed amongst all partners.
Villa Flora in front of EMFT was a nice opportunity to continue the
discussion in front of typical German beer...beers!
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PROJECT MEETINGS
M24 Review meeting
Fraunhofer EMFT (Munich) 29th – 30th October 2012
The next technical meeting (mid term meeting) at M24 will be held in
Munich (Germany) in October 2012 at Fraunhofer EMFT. During the
meeting the final outputs of SP1 will be presented and approved together
with advancements in SP2, SP3 and SP4.

AUTUMN SCHOOL
Autumn Workshop
Fraunhofer EMFT, Munich 19th-20th November 2012

Cross interaction initiated by COSMIC project between 4 EU projects
(COSMIC, POLARIC, Interflex, SMART-EC). SMART-EC consortium will be
present with different presentations: Politecnico di Torino presenting
materials for EC and batteries, EMFT presenting assembling and foil
packaging technologies, UNINOVA showing novel results of thin film
technology and CEA on novel harvesting and storage systems.
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